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ABSTRACT

As one aspect of the complex feature of longevity, gene-sex interaction plays

an important role in influencing human life span. With advances in molecular

genetics, more studies aimed at assessing gene-sex interaction are expected. New and

valid statistical methods are needed. In this paper, we introduce a nontraditional

approach, the case-only design, which was originally proposed for assessing gene and

disease associations, to detect gene-sex interaction in human longevity. Applications

of this method to data collected from centenarian studies show that it can produce

consistent results as compared with results obtained from case-control and other

approaches. Important features of the application in human longevity studies are

highlighted and discussed. Since centenarians constitute a special population

representing successful ageing, the easily applicable case-only approach will be an

important tool for screening potential major genes that contribute to human longevity.

Key words: case-only study, centenarian, gene-sex interaction
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Introduction

A great deal of interest has been generated in the study of genetic influences

on human longevity taking advantage of the rapid development in molecular genetics

(1).  In the recent literature, the gene-sex interaction arises as an important

phenomenon in the genetic modulation of human life span. For example, Ivanova et

al. (2) reported the correlation between HLA-DR7 and longevity with elevated

frequency of DR7 in long-lived men. De Benedictis et al. (3) observed a significant

decrease in the frequency of the THO (tyrosine hydroxylase) large allele group (alleles

9, 10-1, 10) in male Italian centenarians, but not in females. As concerning statistical

analysis, a conventional gene frequency method based on the case-control design has

been used (2,3,4). A relative risk approach that combines sex-specific population

survival distributions has been proposed and applied to data from cross-sectional

studies to detect the risk of gene alone as well as the risk of gene-sex interaction that

potentially contribute to human life span heterogeneity (5,6). Comparisons between

the two approaches have been made (7,8,5) revealing better performance for the latter

since it makes full use of individual genetic as well as survival information. However,

both approaches have difficulty in dealing with crucial issues that originate from the

cross-sectional design. Spurious conclusions could be made when improper control is

chosen. In this paper, we are going to introduce a nontraditional approach, the case-

only method, which was originally designed for analysing gene-environment

interaction in disease etiology (9,10) to detect gene-sex interaction in human longevity

when treating centenarians as cases. This approach appears to have greater precision

and requires fewer case subjects than the traditional case-control study when the

primary interest is in gene-sex interaction (9,11). We are going to show that the same

methid is also a valid approach that gives consistent results on reported gene-sex
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interactions from previous gene longevity association studies. Special issues that come

up when applying the model to the longevity studies will be discussed, with

advantages of the application highlighted.

Methods

Suppose that we are interested in analysing the genetic influence on longevity

that is sex-dependent using case-control design. We can display our data in a 2 × 4

table (Table 1). In Table 1, we classify the genotype as presence (1 or 2 alleles) and

absence (0 allele) of the susceptible gene. We also assign 1 for males and 0 for

females. Using females without the susceptible allele as the reference group, we can

calculate the odds ratio for the other groups with different sex and genotype

compositions. In Table 1, OR01  is the odds ratio for female carriers as compared to

female non-carriers of the allele or, in other words, the effect of the gene alone; OR10

is the odds ratio for sex; OR11  is odds ratio for the combined effect for both sex and

genotype. The case-only odds ratio (Table 2) can be calculated as the cross-product

                                      OR
a a

a a

OR

OR OR
ORca co= =11 00

10 01

11

10 01

                              (1’)

where ORco is the control-only odds ratio, 
b b

b b
11 00

10 01

. Assuming that the susceptible

genotype and sex are independent and that the event (longevity) the interaction is

associated with is rare, then ORco  becomes unity (see Appendix), and we can rewrite

(1’) as

                                               OR
OR

OR ORca = 11

10 01

.                                           (2’)
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(2’) means that the case-only odds ratio measures the departure from multiplicative

joint effect of the genotype and sex or, in other words, the effect of gene-sex

interaction. The null hypothesis for this approach is H ORca0 1: = . Any statistically

significant deviation of ORca  from unity indicates that there is a gene-sex interaction

that contributes to and modifies the probability of achieving longevity. By comparing

variances of the MLE of the logarithm of (1’) and (2’), Piegorsch et al. (9) concluded

that the case-only study has increased precision in estimating interactions since the

variance corresponding to (1’) involves an extra component for ORco , the control-only

odds ratio.

Statistical test for the null hypothesis can be conducted by employing the log

likelihood ratio (LLR) test by calculating twice the difference between the log

likelihoods at ORca = 1 and at ORca  estimated. When sample size is large, the LLR is

approximately distributed as χ 2  on 1 degree of freedom. Alternatively, we can apply

the standard χ 2  statistic to test the null hypothesis (Table 2), i.e.

χ 2 11 00 10 01
2

1 2 1 2

=
−n a a a a

n n n n
..

. . . .

( )
 with one degree of freedom. Here, n1. , n2. , n.1 , n.2  is the

marginal sum of the observations by sex and by genotype, n..  is the total sum of the

observations (cases). The χ 2  statistic with continuity correction can also be applied

but is not recommended (12). For a significant ORca , confidence intervals can be

constructed. The procedure is first to construct a confidence interval for the natural

log of ORca , and then exponentiate the boundaries to get the confidence intervals for

ORca . The standard error of ln( )ORca is given by 
1 1 1 1

00 01 10 11a a a a
+ + + . Since the
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natural log of odds ratio is more normally distributed than the odds ratio itself, we can

use the critical values of the standard normal distribution for calculating the intervals.

Examples

(1) Cardiovascular disease associated genes and longevity

In order to explore if genes involved in the etiology of cardiovascular disease

are also associated with human longevity, a cross-sectional investigation was

conducted in Denmark with blood samples taken from controls (healthy young

subjects) and centenarians (13). Results from the data analysis show that there is no

significant influence on longevity from each of the genes alone (13,6). However,

reanalysis of the data with consideration of gene-sex interaction has revealed that 3

genetic polymorphisms, angiotensinogen M/T235, FVII R/Q353 and FVII-323ins10,

manifest significant sex-dependent effects that are favourable to the longevity of

males (6). By setting the risk of female carriers to 1, the relative risks for male carriers

of the angiotensinogen M235, FVII Q353, and FVII –323p10 alleles were estimated as

0.67, 0.68 and 0.69, respectively. All are highly significant. Applying the case-only

approach to centenarian data on the 3 alleles, we got consistent results as shown in

Table 3. The odds ratios for the 3 alleles are 2.519 for angiotensinogen M235

(p=0.013), 2.353 for FVII Q353 (p=0.038), 2.305 for FVII-323p10 (p=0.037). All are

significantly different from unity, which means that male centenarians are more likely

to carry these mutants than female centenarians. The results suggest that these mutant

alleles convey gene-sex interactions that are beneficial to male survival. We also tried

to do the same calculation on other genes tested in the study but no further gene-sex

interaction was found.
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Although the results are compatible, the previous analysis by Tan et al. (6)

relies on the proportional hazard assumption, which may not be an appropriate

approach since it ignores the possible antagonistic genetic effect in the process of

ageing. This problem is avoided in the case-only study because we are drawing our

conclusions only from the centenarians.    

(2) HLA-DR7 and human longevity

In an effort to examine the contribution of HLA-DRB1 polymorphisms to

human longevity, a case-control study was set up in France (2). A total of 533

centenarians (89 males and 444 females) were pooled for the study (Table 4). The

allele frequency of HLA-DR7 was observed at 14 percent in the control group, but

21.9 percent in male and 14 percent in female centenarians. By comparing allele

frequency differences between centenarians and the control group, the HLA-DR7

allele frequency was found significantly increased in male but not in female

centenarians (OR=1.72, 95%CI: 1.19-2.5, p=0.004 for males) with conclusion that the

DR7 allele has a beneficial effect on male longevity (2). Here we examine the sex-

dependent influence of HLA-DR7 by applying the case-only approach. Table 4 is

arranged in complete conformity with Table 2 with numbers calculated according to

the allele frequency and total number of centenarians available from the article (2).

The case-only odds ratio is estimated as 1.816 (p=0.013) with a 95% confidence

interval from 1.129 to 2.923. This result again indicates that HLA-DR7 allele favours

male longevity, which is compatible with the conclusion drawn from the case-control

approach.

Discussions
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As one aspect of the complex feature of human longevity, the gene-sex

interaction is an important phenomenon that needs to be addressed. The rapid advance

in molecular technology is leading to the relative ease of searching for a large number

of DNA markers at several candidate gene loci. With large amounts of individual

genetic information available, new and efficient statistical methods are needed to help

search for important genes that play crucial roles in the various pathways constituting

the network of human longevity. In this regard, the easily applicable case-only

approach can serve as a valid and useful way for screening gene-sex interactions in

human longevity. Since the case-only approach does not employ control subjects,

crucial issues in the choice of an appropriate control group that have been perplexing

with regard to case-control study are avoided (10). This is important since the

improper choice of a control group could lead to spurious conclusions that distort the

study. In addition, this approach has greater precision in estimating interactions than

the traditional case-control design (9,11). However, there are important assumptions

that underlie the application of the model.

First, in order to apply this method, researchers must assume that sex and the

genotype are independent. This assumption holds for any autosomal genes since their

segregation does not depend on sex. However, one must note that for sex-linked

genes, such an application definitely violates the basic assumption. When our primary

interest is gene-sex interaction, such a valid assumption is much preferable to the

weak assumptions underlining the traditional case-control study, such as no

population stratification (for example, cases and controls are ethnically different), no

cohort effects and so on.

Second, the event (longevity) associated with gene-sex interaction should be

rare. The study of longevity fits into this assumption since longevity by definition is
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always a rare event. It was estimated that there were about 44 centenarians per million

population in the developed countries in 1990 (14). Although the number is increasing

very rapidly (15), according to a United Nations’ prediction, in the year 2050

centenarians will comprise only about 1 percent of the total population in Japan,

which has the highest number of centenarians in the world. Schmidt and Schaid (16)

showed that the cross-product computed from case-only data may be substantially

smaller than the odds ratio calculated from case-control study. This would

underestimate the true effect when risk of event associated with the gene is relatively

high. Fortunately, we do not have to worry about the problem in longevity study since

we are always dealing with the small proportion in the population who managed to

achieve extraordinary long lives.

Since the context of centenarian study fits into the case-only approach for

assessing gene-sex interaction, we believe that the method is valid and should be

promoted. However, one has to keep in mind that the case-only approach makes sense

only when the primary interest is in estimating the possible sex-dependent effect from

the susceptible gene. The odds ratio estimated from the case-only approach measures

only the departure of the overall effect of both the gene in question and sex from the

multiplicative effect. No effect of gene or sex alone is estimated in this approach.

Also, it is necessary to point out that, like other association studies, the case-only

approach also has difficulty in the situation when linkage disequilibrium exists. The

detected interaction could be due to the fact that the marker is in linkage

disequilibrium with the real gene that is relevant to longevity. Nevertheless, such an

association approach can complement future research aimed at localising the specific

gene loci.
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The case-only approach was originally derived to assess gene-environment

interactions in the etiology of complex diseases. Can we simply apply it for analysing

gene-environment interaction in longevity? In the context of human longevity, we

think that such an application should be made with caution. For illustration, we

simulated case-only data from a centenarian study conducted in Italy where subjects

were collected from the south and the north. Suppose that we are interested in

analysing the gene-environment interaction for a susceptible genotype but with

different genotype frequencies in the south (0.1) and the north (0.2) due to different

ethnic origins. However, in a case-only study this difference is not known, and we

assume that it is ignored. We also assume that the genotype alone is neutral and has no

gene-environment interaction affecting longevity. We simulated 13,300 centenarians

collected from the south and the north (Table 5). The genotype frequency among the

centenarians is estimated as 0.1 in the south and 0.2 in the north, which does not show

any deviation from the frequencies set for the simulation. However, when the case-

only approach aimed at detecting gene-environment interaction is applied, we got an

OR of 0.454 (95% CI: 0.406-0.499, p=0). The result appears to be a strong gene-

environment interaction that favours northerners, which is contrary to the real

situation. This example demonstrates the importance of the basic assumptions that

underlie the case-only approach. In order to study gene-environment interaction in

longevity, especially when the environment relates to geographical allocation, it is of

crucial importance to check the ethnic origin of the populations to ensure that the

assumptions are satisfied.

The choice of subject in case-only study should follow the usual rules of case

selection for any case-control study (17). However, since centenarians constitute the

special population representing successful ageing, the genetic studies on centenarians
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could help to find important genes that contribute to human health and longevity. In

this sense, the case-only approach is a promising tool for this purpose.
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Appendix

In accordance with Table 1, let S = 1 stand for males and S = 0  for females,

G = 1 for carriers of the susceptible genotype and G = 0 for non-carriers of the

genotype. Let L  stand for cases (longevity) and L  for controls. By treating sex as

outcome and following Piegorsch et al. (9), the control-only odds ratio is

                                  OR
P S L G P S L G

P S L G P S L Gco =
= = = =
= = = =

( | , ) ( | , )

( | , ) ( | , )

1 1 0 0

1 0 0 1
.            (3’)

The independence between genotype and sex means

                                             
P S G

P S G

P S G

P S G

( | )

( | )

( | )

( | )

= =
= =

=
= =
= =

1 1

0 1

1 0

0 0
.               (4’)

In (4’)

P S G P S L G P L G P S L G P L G( | ) ( | , ) ( | ) ( | , ) ( | )= = = = = = + = = =1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .

Since longevity is a rare event, P L G( | )= ≈1 0  and P L G( | )= ≈1 1. Then we have

P S G P S L G( | ) ( | , )= = ≈ = =1 1 1 0 . Do the same for the rest in (4’) and substitute

yield

 
P S L G P S L G

P S L G P S L G

( | , ) ( | , )

( | , ) ( | , )

= = = =
= = = =

≈
1 1 0 0

1 0 0 1
1.
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Table 1. Gene-sex interaction based on case-control design

Sex* Genotype** Cases Controls OR
0 0 a00 b00 OR00 1=
0 1 a01 b01 OR a b a b01 01 00 00 01= /
1 0 a10 b10 OR a b a b10 10 00 00 10= /
1 1 a11 b11 OR a b a b11 11 00 00 11= /

* 1, male; 0, female. ** 1, present; 0, absent.



Table 2. The case-only 2 × 2 table classified by genotype and sex

Sex* Genotype** Sum
0 1

0 a00 a01 n1.

1 a10 a11 n2.

Sum n.1 n.2 n..

* 1, male; 0, female. ** 1, present; 0, absent.



Table 3. Case-only approach for assessing gene-sex interactions in the Danish centenarian study

Gene Male* Female
0 1 0 1 Sum OR 95% CI p

Angiotensinogen
M235 12 34 64 72 182 2.519 1.203-5.275 0.013
FVII Q353 34 12 120 18 184 2.353 1.032-5.362 0.038
FVII-323p10 33 13 117 20 183 2.305 1.038-5.119 0.037
* 1, present; 0, absent.



Table 4. Case-only approach for assessing gene-sex interactions for HLA-DR7 allele in French centenarians

Sex* Genotype** Sum
0 1

0 328 116 444
1 54 35 89

Sum 382 151 533
The numbers are calculated according to the allele frequency and total number of centenarians from Ivanova et al. Human .Molecular Genetics,
1998, Vol. 7, No.2.

* 1, male; 0, female. ** 1, present; 0, absent.
OR=1.816, 95%CI: 1.129-2.923, p=0.013



Table 5. Case-only approach for assessing gene-environment interaction for simulated data

Area Genotype* Sum
0 1

North 6378 1617 7995
South 4757 548 5305
Sum 11135 2165 13300

* 1, present; 0, absent.
OR=0.454, 95%CI: 0.406-0.499, p=0


